Abstract. Data journalism, sprouting from the accurate journalism and transiting from the computer aided journalism, has rapidly developed under the support of the big data in the recent 5 years.
Introduction
The data journalism has more and more frequently occurred in all the media of China, the contents involve the multiple fields of politics, people's livelihood and environment, etc., and there are the diverse expression and exhibition modes. In the future, the authoritative department should more open the data and strengthen the supervision, the media should deeply excavate the importance behind the data, seek the most suitable visualized representation and meet the audience's individualized demands and the news crowd sourcing mode and forecast data journalism will become the important trend of development in the data journalism field of our country.
With the arrival of the "big data age", the improvement of the computer analysis data technology, the improvement of the audience's requirements for the news experience and other aspects, the new journalism, an emerging field has been developed from the journalism and communication. The data journalism is a new report mode based on the data, driving the news events via the data and represented to the audience in the form of shapes, graphs, micro-video or interaction. Compared with the "texts + pictures" of the traditional journalism, the data journalism can visualize the news events via the data or graphs, remarkably give prominence to the key points of the events and give certain space for the audience to think and judge the whole news events and it is more accurate and objective. Therefore, the data journalism is regarded as the core competitiveness of news production in the big data age and it is one of the main development directions of journalism in the future, attracting the attention of all the parties.
Development History of the Data Journalism
Data journalism, also called the "data driven journalism" is a new news report mode based on grasping, excavation, statistics, analysis and visualized representation of the data. The data journalism is not a brand-new report mode. Sprouting from the accurate journalism in 1960s and transiting from the computer aided journalism at the beginning of the 21st century, supported by the data excavation and analysis technologies, the data journalism has made unprecedented development in the recent 5 years.
Sprouting from the Accurate Journalism
The data journalism was not created. In the traditional news report, it appeared earlier to adopt the qualitative method to analyze the data in the news production and report. In 1960s, Philip Meyer, a teacher from the Department of Journalism of the University of North Carolina presented the concept of accurate journalism. In order to assure the objectivity and accuracy of news and prevent human judgment errors, some investigation methods of the social sciences such as data, experiments, analysis and statistics, etc. were adopted to actively collect and process the data, use the scientific theory to analyze and excavate the data and finally come to the truth of the events for the news report.
The accurate journalism applied the quantitative analysis in the news report, took the problems as the research objects and used the data to report the news events. The data journalism, sprouting from the accurate journalism, inherits the strict and scientific spirit of the accurate journalism.
Rapidly Growing up from the Computer Aided Journalism
The data journalism catches, excavates, carries out statistics of and analyze the data by depending on the computer and network technologies and represents the news events in the visualized mode. Early in 1950s, when the computer was not completely opened to the public, the reporters made use of the technology to aid the report. In 1970s and 1980s, with the businesses and all the governmental departments opening the data and the occurrence of the personal computer, more and more journalism practitioners made use of the computers for the news report. Since 1990s, with the popularization of computers and the rapid development of internet, the application of computers in the work has become a normal state.
It is because of the high-efficiency data analysis and processing capacity and the simple design capacity of the computer technology that the data journalism has rapidly grown up from the computer aided journalism.
Flourishing in all the Aspects under the Support of the Big Data Technologies
The comprehensive development of the data journalism is based on the support of the big data technologies. 2013 is regarded as the "first year of the big data". With the development of the internet technology, the information acquisition and production modes of the traditional news media have been changed. In the "We-Media" age, everyone has a microphone, everyone is a reporter and the audience will discover the news earlier than the reporter and first issue it via some social communication software such as Microblog and Wechat, etc. "Different from the observation and analysis of the things by the reporter in an observation point with the limited vision, the effective processing of the big-scale data can disclose the state of affairs in a bigger range or closer to the fact."
Characteristics of the Data Journalism
The topic selection direction of the data journalism is closely related to the public affairs. Aiming at serving the public interests, based on the opened data, with the data processing and analysis results as the core of driving the report logics and using the data to "tell stories", the data journalism is mainly represented in the final proper visualized form.
Aiming at Serving the Public Interests
The starting point of the data journalism is to serve the public interests. The selected topics include society, politics, economy, disasters, crimes, health and environment, etc. The Guardian vividly showed how rumors were spread through the analysis of more than 2.6 million pieces of information on riots in Twitter after the riots in London in August, 2011: the rumors spread in Twitter were originally small dots and assembled into a group and gradually died out with the extension of time. It is certified from the data news that the social media have a certain rumor self-clarification mechanism, which strongly retorted the expression of the British Government that the "riots happened due to the instigation of the social media instead of poverty".
Being Based on a Great Number of Opened Authoritative Data
The premise for occurrence of the data journalism is the owning of a great number of opened authoritative data. The excavation, statistics and analysis based on the data assure the objectivity and accuracy of the news report. In 2011, the Guardian made use of the secret documents disclosed on the Wikileaks and successively made the Afghan War Diary, Iraq War Diary and US Embassy Top-secret Documents Scandal. There were 92201 original data in the Afghan War Diary, 391000 original data in the Iraq War Diary and 251287 original data in the US Embassy Top-secret Documents Scandal. It was the analysis of a great number of data that made the public clearly see some detailed information such as reasons for events and casualties, etc.
Taking the Data as the Core of Driving the Report
After the analysis of a great number of data in the data journalism, the hidden truth can be found via the phenomena and the data processing and analysis results are taken as the core of driving the report logics. The Guardian makes a special report-A Diagram to Understand the Financial Expenditure every year. It lists the details of the key items in the public expenditure of all the departments of the British Government in various figures and numbers. In 2011-2012, the total expenditure of the British Government was 694.89 billion GBP and the circles in the different colors radiated in the surrounding represented the expenditure of all the departments such as the Department of Defense, the Department of Education and the Department of Health, etc. 1 billion GBP is not a big proportion for a governmental item, but the expenditure that the politicians greatly advocate and want to reduce is spent for some unimportant items.
Taking Visualization as Its Main Representation
The main representation forms of the data journalism are visualized figures, tables, diagrams, maps, story scenarios, structural illustrations, micro-videos and interactive works, etc. In the Afghan War Diary, Iraqi War Diary and US Embassy Top-secret Documents Scandal made on the basis of Wikileaks include not only various forms displaying the data but also the maps of interacting with the audience. In How to Spread the Riot Rumors in Twitter, the interactive maps were used to represent how the seven rumors popular in the social network were spread during the riots. In A Diagram to Understand the Financial Expenditure, the circles and numbers in the different colors clearly showed the expenditure of the British Government.
Present Situation of Development of the Data Journalism in China
Since 2011, the data journalism has more and more frequently occurred in various media of China, and the contents involve the multiple fields such as politics, people's livelihood and accidents, etc. with the diverse expression and representation modes.
Wide Application in Various Media
In 2009, the Guardian founded the "Data Blog" website and first started the road of data journalism. Since 2011, Sohu News opened the column of "Number Theory" and started the practice of data journalism of our country. Later, the mainstream media also joined in the news report team. Beijing News opened the special column of "New Drawings" and CCTV opened a series of "evidence" and big data reports in some programs such as CCTV News and Live News, etc. and carried out the data news report in the form of visualization of dynamic data and anchorman's broadcasting. People's Daily developed some micro-videos such as "Let's First See" How Fu Ying, Minister of Foreign Affairs Answered 8 Difficult Questions in NPC & CPPCC and The Four-Pronged Strategy, etc. at the news clients and the clicking rate was more than ten thousand times in hours. The data journalism has repeatedly occurred in the newspapers, TV, internet and smart phones of our country and has become the favorite of the audience.
Extremely Rich Topics and Contents
The topics of the data journalism are aimed at serving the public interests. In China, the themes of the data journalism are related to politics, society, people's livelihood, disasters and transport, etc. and closely follow the hot spots of the news. The "Number Theory" team of Caixin made the Billboard of Official Business Expenses through the analysis of the data in the financial reports of the government in the recent years. It used the different small blocks to represent the different governmental departments, the area represents the total amount of official business expenses, all the small blocks constitute a big-area block representing the total expenditure of the governmental department. The user can see the details of expenditure of each department by moving the mouse or check the ranks of expenditure by switching the interface. The making of data journalism in the graphs and interactive mode makes the originally dull news become interesting, which makes the media, the government and the audience closer and improves the acceptance and spreading of news.
Diverse Expressions and Representations
With the visualization technology becoming mature, the expressions and representations of the data journalism have become more diverse. The "Number Theory" of Caixin issued the relationship chart focused on Zhou Yongkang, Zhou Yongkang's Accomplices and Assets, disclosing the complex interpersonal relationship of Zhoug Yongkang's family and connections with a lot of enterprises on November 17, 2014. An explosion happened in Qingdao, Shandong on November 22, 2013, the data news, Explosion of Sinopec Pipelines in Qingdao was made in the mode of maps and photos. Mandela's Century Life and Lee Kuan Yew's Life were represented in the mode of time axis and China Social Media Impact Report in 2015 was represented in the form of data modules.
Development Trend of the Data Journalism of China
The data journalism has been rapidly developed in the western countries; however, China is making efforts to explore in such a field. Because of lack of authoritative data sources and personnel, etc., the data journalism is still at the beginning of its development in China.
Opening the Data and Strengthening the Supervision
The data are the foundation for the data journalism. If there is no authoritative data and no data can be used to drive the news report, the data journalism cannot be completed. The foreign media can obtain a great number of authoritative data from the public data or special investigation organization. The governmental institutions and social organizations of our country cannot publish the data in time, making the data journalism of our country difficult to obtain the authoritative data.
The authoritative department should actively open the data and the media should also cultivate the capacity of obtaining the data from the approaches out of the official institutions. In China, a lot of original data are grasped in the large scientific and technological internet enterprises and the cooperation with the relevant enterprises is also an option of the media. On the basis of the opened data, the governmental department should strengthen the supervision and prevent the occurrence of false data and the media should also strengthen their own quality of data.
Deeply Excavating the Importance behind the Data
The data journalism was started at a later period. It has not been long time since the domestic data journalism team was founded. There is lack of professionals. The lack of authoritative data and professionals brings about the nontransparent data analysis in the data journalism of our country and no data used to drive the news report.
The professionals in the data journalism are urgently needed in our country and they should be willing to analyze a great number of dull original data and be competent of finding the core data and represent them in the proper ways. The accuracy and professionalism of the data journalism should be improved and the sustainable life and creativity of the data journalism should be assured.
Perfecting the Representations of Visualization
A lot of media simply equalize the data journalism to be the graphic news and form news and they have not truly understood the connotations of the data journalism. In addition, there is lack of professionals in a lot of media, so the data news made is only a static graph. Although it clearly represents the event, it cannot attract the audience's attention and arise the audience's interests in reading it.
It is the development direction of the data journalism of our country to perfect the visualized representation and make the dull data information more expressive and easier to understand. In addition to the simple static graphs, the interactive data journalism works can be made and the communication force of the news is improved via the interactions with the audience.
Meeting the Audience's Individual Demands
Use the mode of news games to attract the audience and meet the audience's individual demands. Thinking like a Mayor, the works of the "Number Theory" team of Caixin won the bronze medal in the International Digital Media Innovation Competition in 2016. Supposed that you are a mayor, undertaking the liabilities for controlling the urban environment and keeping the economic development, how should you fulfill your duty and take into account the balance of all the aspects in the limited "working" time and how should you mark your own "governing capacity"?
The news game is a small game made with the hot social spots, news topics and public topics taken as the materials, while completing the news report, it provides the recreational and strong interactive virtual experiencing scene for the readers or players. It can make the audience "participate in" the news event and comprehensively and thoroughly understand the news event and meet the audience's individual demands.
Exercising the News Crow Sourcing Mode
In 2009, the Guardian first tried the crow sourcing and investigated the expenditure of the Representatives of House of the Great Britain. The media could get the receipts for reimbursement of the Representatives of House for which the key individual information was cleaned and "edited", but the audience could directly find the expenditure records of their own representatives. It could be seen from the data news that a representative spent 200 GBP buying an automatic pencil.
The news crowd sourcing mode is the important representation that the citizens participate in the news making. In the internet age, the news practitioners will not have the knowledge advantages any longer, so the crowd sourcing mode occurs on its basis. The audience provides the original data and the media collect, summarizes, processes and analyzes the data and the joint forces of the public and the media are integrated to complete the news investigation, which will become the important development of the data journalism of our country.
Paying much Attention to the Forecasting Data Journalism
The forecasting data journalism is to make use of the big data to analyze the changing law of the news facts and forecast their development and results in the future. In 2012, the New York Times made the interactive map of the path of Hurricane Sandy and the audience could input the postal codes to check the local situation and disaster relief.
The forecasting report must depend on a great number of data to find the law, so the forecasting of the event to happen in the future can be accurate, scientific and valuable. The media should pay much attention to the forecasting data news report.
The big data have changed our life. The data journalism is a new report mode developed to meet the development trend of the big data age. In order to better improve the news communication quality and efficiency and meet the audience's modes of obtaining the information and habits of reading the information, the journalism circle and journalism practitioners should dare conduct pioneering and innovation, deeply excavate the data, take the data as the core of driving the news report and give play to the advantages of the data journalism, to the maximum extent.
The data journalism is an important mode of news report in the future. The domestic media should attach more importance to the data journalism and win the audience's attention in the new media age.
